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This invention relates to electronic data processing 
equipment and more particularly to electronic switching 
circuits and magnetic storage means which may be uti 
lized to sort randomly arranged information according 
to a desired sequence. 
Data processing systems have a wide and important 

function in present day business, research, and scienti?c 
activities. The electronic information handling machines 
used in these systems usually have a considerable amount 
of data supplied to them. Broadly, the data processing 
systems used for business applications such as maintain 
ing running balances in banks ‘and inventory systems in 
volve large amounts of information and relatively few 
simple computational operations. While data processing 
systems used for research or scienti?c purposes involve 
a large number of complex computational operations and 
a relatively small ‘amount of information there are, of 
course many exceptions to these generalities. The data 
used in these systems is often coded in a manner exem 
pli?ed by the various types of binary codes. For exam— 
ple, binary bits of ascending signi?cance may be used 
to de?ne characters such as Arabic numerals, letters of 
the alphabet, or other symbols. These characters may be 
combined to form records of any convenient length. 
These records may be placed on any of the well known 
means of presentation such as punched tape, magnetic 
tape, punch cards, or magnetic drum, for providing the 
medium of information in the known data processing 
systems. 

Information supplied to the input, stored within or 
appearing at the output of these systems may often be 
in a random order with reference to that which is de 
sired. Therefore it is common for data processing sys 
tems to include means for arranging the records contain 
ing information in ‘a desired sequence. Often, only a 
portion of a record known as the control ?eld is utilized 
in determining the precedence of one record over an 
other in a particular sequence. 

There are several well known types of sorting systems 
used in present day commercial data processing systems. 
For example, when the record medium is punched cards, 
a method known as pigeon hole sorting may be utilized. 
According to this method, pockets or pigeon holes, may 
be labeled with numbers 0 through 9. Thereupon the 
?le of cards is sorted into these pockets according to the 
least signi?cant digit of the control ?eld of each card. 
The cards are then collected from the pigeon holes, 
assembled and next sorted into the pigeon holes with 
respect to the next least signi?cant digit of the record 
control ?eld of each card. Each step of sorting the ?le 
of cards according to a particular digit and then assem 
bling the ?le is known as a pass. This method, generally 
has the advantage of requiring a relatively shorter sort 
ing time than many other methods if the ?le of records 
is relatively short and if the information is stored in 
punch cards. This method usually utilizes control ?elds 
which are in decimal form rather than a binary code. 
Another method of sorting information in general use 

is known as magnetic tape merging. According to this 
method a ?le of records recorded on magnetic tape is 
separated into two tape units. The initial records of 
these two tapes are fed into a storage device. The con 
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trol ?elds of these two records are then copied into a 
comparison means in which the precedence of the two 
records is determined. The record with the lowest 
precedence is then read out of the storage onto a third 
magnetic tape. The record with the highest precedence 
is retained in the storage means and a copy of the control 
?eld is retained in the comparison means. Next, a new 
record with a control ?eld is fed into the storage means 
and copy thereof is fed into the comparison means from 
the tape that provided the previous record of lowest 
precedence. The comparison process is then repeated 
and the record with the lowest precedence is then read 
out of the storage behind the ?rst record previously read 
onto the third magnetic line provided that they form 
an ascending sequence. If they do not form such a 
sequence the second record of low precedence is read 
out onto a fourth magnetic tape. The merging process 
continues in precisely this same way until all the records 
on the ?rst and second magnetic tapes have been com 
pared and fed onto the third and fourth magnetic tapes. 
In this manner the merging process halves the number of 
ascending sequences occurring in the ?le of records on 
each complete comparison. The comparison process is 
then repeated using the third and fourth magnetic tapes 
as inputs to the comparison means. Each comparison 
of the entered ?le is called a pass. Such comparison of 
the whole control ?eld of one record with the whole 
control ?eld of another record is often accomplished by 
subtracting them ‘by standard computer techniques with 
the sign of the resultant being an indication of the 
precedence. The general technique involved in merging 
has a number of advantages. One of these is the large 
capacity afforded by extremely large ?les of records 
which may be placed on a magnetic tape. Another is 
present where the ?le of records is already partially 
sorted because the number of comparisons and passes 
required to sort the information into the desired sequence 
is then reduced. 
The technique of merging is subject to several serious 

disadvantages. Most important of these is that a con 
siderable amount of equipment is required in order that 
the ‘above comparison steps take place. For example, 
merging storage means in addition to the regular infor 
mation storage must be provided for both of the records 
being compared. The comparison means for comparing 
the two control ?elds simultaneously must be capable 
of storing both ?elds simultaneously while the precedence 
is ‘being determined in a manner such as the one sug 
gested above. Moreover, the merging storing means 
must be capable of retaining the record of the higher 
precedence while a new record is read into the merging 
storage means. In addition comparison means must be 
included to compare the control ?eld of the record most 
recently deemed to have the lower precedence with the 
control ?eld of the record which previously had the lower 
precedence in order that the output tapes be switched if 
they do not form an ascending sequence. It should be 
apparent to those skilled in the art that the circuitry and 
apparatus required to perform these tasks is costly and 
tends greatly to complicate the equipment. 

In the prior art, the existing components and circuitry 
in the computer sections of the data processing systems 
have been utilized to accomplish merging thereby avoid 
ing the duplication of complicated equipment in sep 
arate sorting sections of the data processing system. When 
the computation portions of the data processing system 
are utilized for sorting it is obvious that this monopo 
lizes the most expensive portion of the data processing 
system for long periods operating on the data in a rela 
tively low grade manner thereby raising the operating 
costs of the overall data processing system. This extra 
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operating cost, of course, may be avoided by duplicating 
the necessary and complicated circuitry in a separate 
sorting system. In some instances the prior art has du 
plicated the necessary components and circuitry in a 
separate sorting section thereby freeing the computer 
portions of the data processing system for computation 
purposes. This approach, of course, increases the equip 
ment costs considerably. Another disadvantage of the 
merging technique is the inordinately long time periods 
which are required to sort a completely unsorted ?le. 
The description of sorting techniques set forth above 

has been restricted to the sorting of a ?le of records all 
in one batch appearing on two magnetic tapes or their 
equivalent. It is probable that a quite different sorting 
problem would usually arise in such exemplary applica 
tions as inventory and production control. This sorting 
problem is Sometimes referred to as “real time sorting” 
and exists when records are fed into the data processing 
system at irregular intervals and it is desired that each 
record be placed in a particular sequence with the rec 
ords of information already in the data processing sys 
tem. The merging technique, while having particular ad 
vantages within the limitations set forth above, does not 
lend itself to real time sorting. 
Those skilled in the art often consider sorting systems 

as falling into two general classes. The systems of one 
class are sometimes referred to as parallel sorting sys 
tems and may generally be described as systems where 
each successive record is selectively routed to one of a 
plurality of storage means or positions in accordance 
with the sequence of the sort. The pigeon hole technique 
described above, exempli?es the parallel sorting system 
category. The systems of the other class are sometimes 
referred to as serial sorting systems and are distinguished 
from the parallel systems in that only those records of 
the successive records being considered with a particu 
lar precedence are routed to a particular storage means 
or position, the sorting being performed by passing the 
records through the sorting system a number of times 
until all records are arranged in the desired sequence. 
The merging technique described above exempli?es the 
serial sorting category. In general serial sorting systems 
have a decided advantage over parallel systems with 
respect to system complexity. 
On the basis of the above resume of the prior art sort 

ing system it appears that sorting may best be accom~ 
plished in a data processing system in sorting sections 
separate from the computational section by techniques 
which adopt the serial sort approach but which avoid 
the shortcomings of merging as set forth above. Ac 
cordingly a copending application No. 641,502, entitled 
“Sorting Systems Using a Two Line Sorting Switch,” 
?led Feb. 21, 1957, of the same inventors discloses means 
by which the prior art may be avoided by using a novel 
sorting switch with two input terminals and two output 
terminals providing means for comparing two records, 
character by character and bit by bit, that does not dis 
tinguish between parts of the control ?eld which are 
identically the same. Also, once one portion of the con 
trol ?elds of the two records indicates that one record 
takes precedence over the other, the rest of the bits and 
characters of that record are switched to the output ter 
minal of the sorting switch which is to receive the rec 
ord of higher precedence. A practical application of 
this novel sorting switch in a sorting system would com 
prise a storage means containing a ?le of records to be 
sorted into a desired sequence, means for moving the 
storage means past two heads such that two records may 
be read simultaneously and passed through the sorting 
switch to two output terminals in accordance with their 
precedence, and means for writing the two records back 
on the storage means in accordance with their precedence 
in such a manner that the record with the highest pre 
cedence is immediately read back into the sorting switch 
with the next record in the storage means. A pass is 
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4 
completed when a complete ?le of records passes 
through the sorting switch. Iterative passes of the ?le 
record through the sorting switch will result in a com 
pictely sorted file. It is an important aspect of that dis 
closure that when the two records pass through the two 
output terminals in accordance with precedence it is im 
POsSibie to ascertain by inspection of the content of each 
of the records that a portion of the control ?eld of each 
may have passed through dilfercnt input terminals of the 
sorting switch. This is particularly signi?cant inasmuch 
as the passage of the ?le of records through the sorting 
switch is not delayed while the precedence of the rec 
ords is determined. It is also important to note that 
the sorting switch of that disclosure is of relatively sim 
ple construction and low cost. One of the shortcomings 
of prior art magnetic tape merging not heretofore men~ 
tioned arises from the use of plural magnetic tapes and 
tape drives which raise serious questions of synchroni 
zation. Other serious design problems arising from the 
use of magnetic tape in data sorting systems involve 
critical read and write head positioning and tape. The 
sorting process of that disclosure unlike merging lends 
itself to the techniques of utilizing one storage medium 
at a time thereby eliminating the need for synchroniza 
tion between separate storage media. 
While the sorting system of the above identi?ed co~ 

pending application has considerable merit it would be 
desirable if the sorting time could be further diminished. 
According to the present invention the number of records 
which are simultaneously read from and written back on 
a storage device may be increased in excess of two, there 
by increasing the speed with which a ?le of records may 
be arranged in a desired sequence according to their 
precedence. Further, according to the present invention 
the two line sorting switch already described may be con 
catenated with other two line sorting switches and appro 
priate read, erase and write heads in such a manner that 
three or more records of a ?le appearing in a storage 
means may be considered simultaneously as to their rela 
tive precedence and arranged back on the storage means 
according to that precedence. It follows then that an 
increase in the number of records considered simultane 
ously is implemented by the utilization of plural two line 
sorting switches each operating in a manner as described 
above and concatenated in a manner to be described be 
low will arrange the ?le records in the desired sequence 
in a fewer number of passes. A distinctive feature of this 
novel method includes the location of the read, erase 
and write head combinations at integral record lengths 
with respect to other read, erase and write head com 
binations to provide for the plural inputs and outputs 
to these concatenated two line sorting switches. It is an 
other important feature of the present invention that the 
storage medium of the ?le of records which are to be 
iteratively passed through the plural input concatenated 
sorting switches comprises an endless storage path free 
from variations in the speed of information ?ow along 
the path which might effect system synchronization or 
head location. 

It is therefore a primary object of the present invention 
to provide an improved serial data sorting system. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
an improved serial data sorting system utilizing multi 
record access and rearrangement means operating on the 
storage means. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a multi input sorting switch which will compare, 
substantially simultaneously, an equal number of records 
and switch them to an equal number of output terminals 
in accordance with their precedence. 

It is still another object of the present invention to 
provide a multi input sorting switch which contains a 
minimum number of concatenated two line sorting 
switches. 
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Other objects of the invention will in part be obvious 
and will in part appear hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly comprises the features of 

construction, combinations of elements, and arrangement 
of parts, which will be exempli?ed in the constructions 
hereinafter set forth, and the scope of the invention will 
be indicated in the claims. 

For a fuller understanding of the nature and objects 
of the invention reference should be had to the following 
detailed description taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is an electrical schematic of a serial by bit two 
line sorting switch which is the basic component of the 
n-line sorting system according to the present invention, 
FIGS. 2A and 2B are tabular illustrations of the binary 

code content of the two pairs of records where the control 
?eld of one record indicates precedence over the control 
?eld of the other, 

FIG. 2C is a tabular illustration of the electrical sym 
bols for the electrical components used in the circuitry 
of the sorting system according to the present invention, 

FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C are electrical block diagrams of 
arrangements of two-line sorting switches to provide three, 
four and ?ve line sorting switches, respectively according 
to the present invention, 
FIGS. 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D are electrical block diagrams 

of arrangements of two-line sorting switches to provide 
four, ?ve, six, seven and eight line sorting switches, re 
spectively, 

FIG. 5 is an electrical schematic of the overall sorting 
system according to the present invention, and 

FIG. 6 is a tabular illustration of the rearrangement 
of a ?le of records by iterative passes of the ?le through 
a ?le of records. 
One of the basic components of the data sorting process 

according to the present invention is the two line sorting 
switch illustrated in great detail in FIG. I. Broadly, the 
input terminals A and B of the sorting switch may each 
receive randomly arranged records serially in the form 
of binary bits represented by either positive pulses (l) 
or relatively negative pulses (0) in a manner such that 
a pair of control ?elds may be compared bit by bit by a 
portion of the sorting switch enclosed by a dotted line 
containing the legend X which may be characterized as 
a decision circuit. The details of this decision circuit 
are set forth below. The comparison of the control 
?elds of two records at a time in this manner requires 
that the control ?eld precede the rest of the record and 
that the bits of each control ?eld be considered as a 
descending order of signi?cance. The decision circuit 
after determining the precedence of either the record 
being fed in at input terminal A or the record being simul 
taneously fed itno the input terminal B may be connected 
to operate the portion of the sorting switch indicated Y 
which latter portion may be termed gating circuitry. The 
gating circuitry may be characterized as operative to 
make the necessary switch operations in order that the 
high output terminal marked H always receives the serial 
bits from the record which has precedence after the afore 
mentioned determination is made. In a ?rst switching 
mode the serial bits which are fed into input terminal A 
are also fed through line 11, and gating circuitry Y to 
the high output terminal H, and the serial bits which 
are fed into the input terminal B are also fed through 
line 12 and gating circuitry Y to the low output terminal 
L. As long as the serial bits appearing at terminals A 
and B are identical, both positive (1) or negative (0), 
the decision circuitry reserves the decision. 

However, when a bit appearing at terminal A is posi 
tive (1) while the bit appearing at terminal B is relatively 
negative (0) the decision circuit X will detect the prcced~ 
ence of the record entering the sorting switch at input 
terminal A over that entering at input terminal B and 
the decision circuit becomes set so that this precedence 
is recognized for the remainder of the record time. Dur 
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6 
ing this condition the decision circuit does not a?ect 
the normal mode of operation of the sorting switch 
through the gating circuit as the record being fed into 
input terminal A is being fed onto the high output ter 
minal H as desired and the record being fed into input 
terminal B is being fed onto the low output terminal L as 
desired. As will be set forth in detail below, a reset 
pulse may be utilized to reset the decision circuit prior 
to the entry of each pair of records into the sorting 
switch. 

Contra to the last example, when a bit appearing at 
terminal A is relatively negative (0) while the bit ap 
pearing at the terminal B is positive (1), the decision cir 
cuit Y will detect the precedence of the record entering 
the sorting switch at terminal B over that entering at 
input terminal A and the decision circuit becomes set so 
that this precedence is recognized for the remainder of 
the record time. As a result of this condition, the de 
cision circuits may cause the sorting switch to change its 
mode through the operation of the gating circuit. In 
this mode, the record being fed into input terminal B 
having precedence is fed to high output terminal H, while 
the record being fed into input terminal A is fed to the 
low output terminal L. Thus, viewing the sorting switch 
from the output terminals, the record, including the con 
trol ?eld with the highest precedence, gives the appear 
once of being connected to the high output terminal H 
throughout the complete record time even before the de 
cision circuit has determined the precedence, while the 
record including the control field with the lowest prece 
dence also gives the appearance of being connected to 
the low output terminal throughout the complete record 
time even before the decision circuit has determined the 
precedence. This of course results from the fact that 
until the serial bits of the control ?elds of the records 
which are being fed into input terminals A and B differ, 
no decision as to precedence is made and as a practical 
matter the records are identical until that time. These 
features of the sorting switch are very important as the 
precedence of two coded records may be determined as 
the serial bits of each pass through the sorting switch 
without the need for storage or the relatively complicated 
decision components utilized in the prior art merging tech 
niques described above. 

Prior to consideringr the details of FIG. 1 it may be 
helpful to consider a description of typical records and 
standard components therein as set forth in FIG. 2. FIG. 
2A illustrates the coded appearance of a ?rst pair of rec 
ords which might be fed into input terminals A and B. 
As shown herein the records are made up of two por 
tions, one which has been referred to as the control ?eld, 
which determines the precedence of the record and the 
other which contains the rest of the record information 
but which has no bearing on the determination of prece 
dence. As already suggested, the binary bits making up 
the record may be grouped to de?ne characters and a 
number of characters may be grouped into individual 
records. The number of bits with ascending signi?cance 
which are selected to determine a character is entirely a 
matter of choice. The number of characters and their 
nature such as Arabic numerals, letters of the alphabet, 
or other symbols which determine a record is also a mat 
ter of choice. The control ?eld of the record may 
vary with the system application and the particular sort 
ing problem and may involve either a small portion of 
the record or the whole record. FIG. 2A illustrates a 
pair of records of data which may appear at the input 
terminals A and B wherein the record being fed through 
input terminal A has a control ?eld indicating precedence 
over the other record. FIG. 2B illustrates a pair of rec 
ords of data which may be applied to input terminals A 
and B wherein the record being fed through input ter 
minal B has a control ?eld indicating precedence. FIG. 
2C is a table indicating the symbols used for standard 
computer components. The “and" gate is conventional 
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and may comprise diode circuitry connected in a manner 
such that two positive (high) input pulses are required 
in order that the gate have a positive (high) output 
pulse. If the “and” gate has three inputs they all have 
to be positive (high) in order that the gate have a p0si~ 
tive (high) output. The “of” gate is conventional and 
comprises diode circuitry (not shown) connected in a 
manner such that when either one or the other or both 
of its inputs receives a positive (high) pulse, the gate has 
a positive (high) output pulse. The inverter is conven 
tional and may comprise triode vacuum tube circuitry 
connnected in such a manner that when a positive (high) 
pulse is fed into its input then a relatively negative (low) 
pulse appears in its output and when a relatively nega 
tive pulse is fed into its input, then a positive (high) 
pulse appears in its output. The trigger is conventional 
and may comprise, for example, two inverters and two 
“or” gates connected in a closed loop circuit with two 
input and output terminals in a manner such that the 
zero side of the bistable device is positive (high) when 
it is in the “reset” condition. Each of the standard com 
ponents above is described in detail in Chapter 2 of a 
text book entitled, “Arithmetic Operations in Digital 
Computers,” by R. K. Richards, published by D. Van 
Nostrand Company, Inc. in 1955, and they are shown in 
various other publications as well. 

Referring now to the details of FIG. 1 the decision cir 
cuit X and the gating circuit Y may be connected to 
cooperate in a manner such that “and" gates 19 and 22 
are open (responsive to positive or high inputs) and 
“and” gates 20 and 21 closed (non-responsive to positive 
or high inputs) until at least one precedence decision is 
made for a pair of records, and also during the remain 
ing record time if the record appearing at input terminal 
A is determined to have precedence. When “and‘’ gates 
19 and 22 only are open, input terminal A is connected 
to output terminal H and input terminal B is connected 
to output terminal L, providing what was heretofore de 
scribed as the ?rst mode of operation of the sorting switch. 
Likewise “and” gates 20 and 21 should be open and 
“and” gates 19 and 22 closed such that the sorting switch 
operates in its second mode of operation during the re 
mainder of the record time after the determination of 
precedence of the record appearing at input terminal B. 
During this mode input terminal A is connected directly 
to output terminal L, while input terminal B is connected 
directly to output terminal H. “Or” gates 23 and 24, 
operating as described above, are open all the time since 
they are responsive to either one or more positive (high) 
inputs. In order that the operation of the various com 
ponents of the sorting switch be synchronized, it is 
necessary that a timing pulse be fed simultaneously into 
the “and” gates 15, 16, 19, 20, 21 and 22, each time each 
pair of bits appear at input terminals A and B. The ini 
tial condition of both triggers 17 and 18 of the decision 
circuitry is that of “reset” such that by design the zero 
side is high (positive). As shown, the zero side of trig 
ger 18 is connected to “and” gates 19 and ‘22 (along 
with the timing pulse inputs) thereby causing "and” gates 
19 and 22 to be open when trigger 18 is in the reset con 
dition. Also, the “and” gates 20 and 21 will be closed 
as a result of receiving the down (relatively negative) in 
put from the “one” side of the trigger 18 when it is in 
the reset condition. Thus the sorting switch will be in 
its ?rst mode of operation when the trigger 18 in its 
reset condition. When, however, trigger 18 is set by 
the output of “and” gate 16, its “zero” side is down 
(relatively negative) and its “one” side is high (positive) 
thereby causing “and” gates 19 and 22 to close and “and" 
gates 20 and 21 to open thereby altering the sorting 
switch operation to the above described second mode 
whereby input terminal A is connected through “and” 
gate 21 and “or” gate 24 to low output terminal L and 
input terminal B is connected through “and” gate 20 
and “or” gate 23 to high output terminal H. It is the 
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8 
interaction of “and” gate 13, inverter 14, “an ” gate 15, 
“and” gate 16 and trigger 17, in response to the record 
inputs at input terminals A and B that determines 
whether trigger 18 maintains the sorting switch in its ?rst 
or second mode of operation. 
The two pairs of records as shown in FIGS. 2A later 

and FIG. 213 are intended to illustrate the two alternate 
examples of precedence. FIG. 2A shows serial by bit 
inputs which indicate that the record input to input ter 
minal A has precedence over the record input to input 
terminal B. While FIG. 2B shows serial by bit inputs 
which indicate that the record input to terminal B has 
precedence over the record input to input terminal A. 
In these ?gures the Zero represents the relatively negative 
pulse or low signal. While the 1 represents the positive 
puise or high signal. Considering the ?rst bit in each 
record of FIG. 2A, both are identical and zero or low. 
When this is true at least one of the inputs to each of 
the "and” gates 15 and 16 is low inasmuch as each of 
these gates has an input coming directly from terminals 
A and B. Thus gates 15 and 16 are closed and trigger 
18 remains in the reset condition so that the sorting switch 
remains in its ?rst mode after receiving the initial A and 
B input bits. Considering the second bit of each record 
of FIG. 2A, both are identical and one (high) thereby 
feeding a positive or high input to both “and" gates 15 
and 16. However, “and" gate 13 is also directly respon~ 
sive to both terminals A and 13 thereby having a high or 
positive output. Since this high output is inverted by 
inverter 14 a low (relatively negative) output is fed to 
both “and” gates 15 and 16, thereby causing them to 
remain closed (each having a low output). As a result 
trigger 18 remains in the reset condition and the sorting 
switch remains in its ?rst mode. Considering the third 
bit of each record of FIG. 2A, the bit at terminal A is 
a one or high While the bit at terminal B is zero or low. 
The low input fed through the direct connection from 
terminal B to “and” gate 16 is effective to close “and” 
gate 16 in a conventional manner. A high or positive 
is similarly fed directly to “and” gate 15. Since one 
of the inputs (from terminal B) to “and” gate 13 is low 
(relatively negative), its output is low (relatively nega 
tive). Thus inverter 14 in its output inverts and feeds 
a high or positive input into “and” gates 15 and 16. Con 
sidering the timing pulse, already referred to as in syn 
chronism with the pairs of serial by bit inputs to ter 
minals A and B, all the inputs to “and” gate 15 (unlike 
those of “and” gate 16) are simultaneously high thereby 
causing its output to be high. As a result trigger 17, 
heretofore in a reset condition with a high output at its 
zero terminal, is switched to a set condition in response 
to its high input. While in its set condition trigger 17 
has a low (relatively negative) output at its zero ter 
minal which is in turn connected as an input to “and” 
gate 16. This input is effective to keep “and” gate 16 
closed (low or relatively negative output). Once trigger 
17 goes to the set condition indicating a decision that 
the record appearing at terminal A has precedence, a 
reset pulse is required to return it to the reset condition. 
Since a reset pulse only occurs each time a new pair 
of records appear at terminals A and B it follows that 
once trigger 17 is set, thereby indicating the precedence 
of the record being fed through input terminal A over 
that at terminal B, that “and" remains closed and trigger 
18 remains reset for the rest of the record time. Under 
this condition the sorting switch remains in its ?rst mode 
of operation throughout the remaining record time. 
As already suggested prior to an additional pair of 

records being fed into input terminals A and B, a reset 
pulse is generated in a manner described below in con 
nection with FIG. 3 in order that trigger l7 and trigger 
18 of the decision circuit are returned to the reset condi 
tion prior to each comparison. It should be remembered 
that trigger 18 is not set until it is determined that the 
record appearing at input terminal B has precedence in 
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a manner exempli?ed by considering the records of FIG. 
2B. The ?rst pair of bits of FIG. 2B being identical and 
zero (low or relatively negative) close both “and" gates 
15 and 16 by reason of a low or relatively negative input 
to be fed each of these gates through inverter 14. Thus 
the sorting switch remains in its ?rst mode of operation 
as before. However, unlike the records of FIG. 2A the 
third pair of bits differ with the bit at terminal A being 
zero or low while the bit at terminal B is one or high 
indicating that the record at terminal B has precedence. 
In order that the gating circuitry may operate to switch 
the sorting switch to its second mode of operation when 
this decision is made and that this condition be main 
tained for the rest of the record time it is necessary that 
trigger 18 be set by a high output from “and” gate 16. 
When input terminal A is zero (low or relatively nega 
tive) “and" gate 15 receives a low input, it is closed and 
has a low output such that trigger 17 continues in a reset 
condition. When input terminal B is one (high or posi— 
tive), “and” gate 16 receives one high input directly, 
another high input from inverter 14, inasmuch as the 
output from “and” gate 13 is low as a result of its zero 
or low input from input terminal A; and another high 
input from the zero terminal of trigger 17 which remains 
in the reset condition; and still another high input from 
the timing pulse circuit. Since all of the inputs to “and” 
gate 16 are high, it has a high output which sets trigger 
18. Trigger 18 then remains in this condition regardless 
of the content of the pairs of bits appearing at the input 
terminals A and B for the rest of the record time, and the 
sorting switch remains in its second mode of operation, 
whereby serial bits, being fed into input terminal A pass 
through to low output terminal L, and serial bits being 
fed into input terminal B pass through to high output 
terminal II. It is important to note that the switching 
which is required for the proper operation of the cir~ 
cuitry of FIG. 1, be made with a minimum time delay 
after the precedence is required. 
A sorting switch may be constructed to handle three 

or more records simultaneously by concatenating the two 
line sorting switches shown in FIG. 1. For example, 
FIG. 3A, shows three two line sorting switches connected 
together to form a sorting switch with three inputs operat 
ing such that the records are passed to three output ter 
minals in accordance with the precedence High, second 
high and low as indicated. The records being fed into 
terminals A and B are sorted by the two line sorting 
switch I, the record of higher precedence coming out 
on to the upper line, and the record of lower precedence 
coming out on the low output terminal of switch I. The 
record being read into terminal C together with the 
record being fed out the low output terminal of switch 
I are then fed through sorting switch 11 with the record 
with the higher precedence appearing in the upper out 
put terminal of switch II and the record with the lower 
precedence appearing at the low output terminal of 
switch II. Finally, the record having the precedence as 
determined by switch I and the record having the preced 
ence as determined by switch II are fed into sorting 
switch III which directs the record with precedence out 
of its upper terminal to the terminal marked high and the 
other record with a lower precedence out of its low 
terminal to the terminal marked second high, while the 
record which has the lowest precedence as determined 
by switch II appears at the terminal marked low. Thus 
terminals A, B and C represent the three inputs and 
the terminals high, second high and low represent the 
output of what might be called a Three Line Sorting 
Switch. In understanding the operation of the con 
catenated sorting switch, it is important to remember 
that the time required for decision making and switching, 
if necessary in accordance with that decision, is required 
to be small compared with the width of the positive ( l) 
and relative negative (0) pulses used to represent the 
binary bits of the records being considered bit by bit. In 
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FIG. 3A it is important that the serial bits of the records 
appearing at terminals A, B and C be in their reverse 
order of signi?cance in representing characters and that 
the characters be in their reverse order of signi?cance 
in representing the record. Superimposed on FIG. 3A 
are the ?rst two serial bits of each of the records appear 
ing at the input terminals in order that the operation 
of the concatenated two line sorting switches be illustrated. 
A four line sorting switch may comprise concatenated 

two line sorting switches as shown in FIG. 33. While a 
?ve line sorting switch may comprise concatenated two 
line sorting switches as shown in FIG. 3C. The four 
line sorting switch compares four serial by bit record 
inputs substantially simultaneously and directs them to 
four output terminals in accordance with their relative 
precedence. Likewise, the ?ve line sorting switch com 
pares ?ve serial by hit record inputs substantially si 
multaneously and directs them to ?ve output terminals 
in accordance with their relative precedence. Theoreti 
cally the number of record inputs for which a sorting 
switch may be constructed by concatenating two line 
sorting switches is a matter of choice. However, as a 
practical matter the equipment required may become un 
duly complicated beyond a certain point. The maximum 
number of two line sorting switches required to con 
struct an n-line sorting switch is the number which is 
required to consider each pair of the n lines, when taken 
two at a time. This concept may be expressed by the 
formula, 

Number of two line sorting switches=—n%_—ll 

where n is the number of lines. 
Referring again to FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B it will be 

noted that the four line sorting switch may be constructed 
from the three line sorting switch by adding another in 
put terminal D and directing this input together with 
the lower output of sorting switch II to a newly intro 
duced sorting switch IV. The lower output from switch 
IV is the low output of the four line sorting switch. 
While the upper or high output of switch IV is fed to 
gether with the lower output of switch III into a new 
sorting switch V. The lower output of switch V is the 
third high of the four-line sorting switch. The upper 
output of switch V is fed together with the upper output 
of switch III of the original three-line sorting switch into 
a new sorting switch VI. The upper and lower outputs 
of switch VI are the high and second high of the four 
line sorting switch constructed. Inspection of the four 
line sorting switch FIG. 38 as to its similarities and 
differences with the three line sorting switch of FIG. 3A 
indicates that the four line sorting switch may be con 
structed from the three line sorting switch by adding 
the fourth input terminal and by simply cascading them 
diagonally up to the right. A more general rule might 
be stated whereby an (n+1)-line sorting switch might 
be constructed from an n-line sorting switch by utilizing 
n-l two line sorting switches and cascading them in a 
manner that these switches might successively compare 
the record being fed serially by bit into the added input 
terminal with each of the outputs of the n-line sorting 
switch which are ordered with respect to precedence, such 
that if the record being fed into the new input terminal 
has the highest precedences of all the records which are 
being compared simultaneously, it will be directed to the 
output terminal with the highest precedence. 

Likewise, a ?ve line sorting switch may be constructed 
from a four line sorting switch by adding a ?fth input 
terminal E and cascading four additional two line sorting 
switches to the right as indicated in FIG. 3C. It should 
be apparent that the n-line sorting switch construction 
procedure is perfectly general and therefore, in principle, 
a sorting switch of any number of inputs may be con 
structed. 
The n-line sorting switches constructed after the plan 
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described above and shown in FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C do 
not generally represent the minimum number of two line 
switches which might be utilized, particularly as the num 
ber of lines is increased. By the use of skill, it is possible 
to design economical n-line sorting switches using a re 
duced number of two line sorting switches. This is ex 
empli?ed by the designs for n-line sorting switches with 
n ranging from four to eight as showns in FIGS. 4A, 4B, 
4C, 4D and 4E. 
The n-line sorting switch operation and constructions 

as already indicated, have been described under the hy 
pothesis that the record information has been introduced 
into the sorting switch input terminals serially by bit. 
However, the principle of concatenating a multiplicity of 
sorting switches in the fashion described above is not 
restricted to serial by bit (bit by bit) information but 
may be applied to coded record information which ap 
pears character by character where each character whether 
numerical, alphabetical or symbolic is represented a given 
number of binary bits which are presented in a parallel 
circuitry. The copending application No. 641,502, of 
these same inventors referred to above illustrates a sorting 
switch which will operate such that the information is 
considered character by character in FIGS. 6, 7 and 8. 
As indicated therein by considering the parallel inputs 
providing binary bits representing a character as one line 
or input, the sorting switch shown therein may be con 
sidered a two line sorting switch for purpose of analysis 
and general system applications. It should be apparent 
therefore that a sorting switch adapted to handle the in 
formation character by character rather than serial by bit 
may also be concatenated to construct an n-line sorting in 
accordance with the present invention. 
The n-line sorting switch of the present invention has 

been described above with reference to the method by 
which it determines the precedence of n records substan 
tially simultaneously, however, the many advantages 
which accrue to this novel technique are more apparent 
in connection with a description of the operation of the 
sorting switch in a sorting system environment as illus~ 
trated in FIG. 5. The sort system as shown therein is 
simpli?ed considerably in order that the present speci?ca 
tion may not dwell unnecessarily in components well 
known in the arts. Therefore, only so much of the sort 
ing system is shown as will be helpful in describing the 
invention. The n-line sorting switch shown in block form 
may be identical in construction and operation to any of 
those shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. The ?le of records to be 
sorted may be stored on either a single magnetic tape or 
a magnetic drum as shown. The drum may at a minimum 
comprise two sections. The ?rst section 31 might be de 
scribed as providing for the storage of the records as they 
are fed to the inputs of the n-line sorting switch and 
written back on the drum in accordance with the prece 
dence. The other section comprises clocking tracks to 
provide the timing pulses already referred to. In the ?rst 
section, the arrangement of adjacent magnetic storage 
tracks in combination with the read, erase and write heads 
provides what might be described as a pseudo-helical 
drum. For example, suppose that the ?rst record of the 
?le (whose records are in random sequence) is fed into 
the sorting system through terminal C by conventional 
buffer and gating circuitry not shown. This record is 
then written by head 33, bit by bit, character by character, 
onto the ?rst magnetic track. After the ?rst, a second and 
third record and so on may be placed on the track in the 
same manner. The number of records which may be 
stored on one circular track depends on many design 
considerations such as the number of bits per character, 
the number of characters per second, drum diameter and 
the packing density on the drum. It also follows that the 
number of adjacent tracks contained on the drum is a 
matter of design. After the drum has made approximate 
ly one complete revolution the ?rst, second, third and 
fo'"“ records, etc. are read by head 34 in that order 
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and passed through conventional ampli?er and shaping 
circuits to the adjacent track. After the records are read 
bit by bit to the adjacent track the permanent erase head 
35 between read head 34 and write head 33 obliterates 
the information so that new information is written on the 
track by the write head 33 of the ?rst track without in 
terference from previously recorded information. These 
erase heads may not be necessary if the write heads and 
the magnetic track are of such a type that writing such 
may take place over previously recorded information. 
The information is advanced one track for every revolu 
tion. Each of the read heads 34, erase heads 35, and 
write heads 33 have the same function and may be of con 
ventional construction; and each of the conventional am 
pli?ers and shaping circuits 36 have the same function and 
construction. In this way, the information ?le, even 
though of considerable length, is treated as a continuous 
?le. While FIG. 5 illustrates only a limited number of 
adjacent magnetic tracks with read, write and erase head 
combinations, it should be apparent that number is en 
tirely a matter of choice and system capacity design con 
siderations. The arrangement of the drum and read 
write and erase head in this manner permits the ?le of in 
formation in the form of serial bits forming binary char 
acters and records to follow a pseudo-helical path as the 
drum rotates. The serial by bit information is read from 
the last storage magnetic track to the magnetic track 
farthest to the right by the read head 34, through an am 
pli?er 36 and a. write head 33 onto the magnetic track 
which moves under the read and write heads of the n 
line sorting switch. 

Considering the n-line sorting switch as comprising 
three lines for the purpose of illustration, read heads 37 
and 38 may be placed about two record lengths apart on 
the sorting track while read heads 38 and 25 are spaced 
about one record length apart on the sorting track. The 
signi?cance of read head spacing will be discussed below. 
Thus the serial by bit information ?rst written on the 
sorting track will be the ?rst to pass under read head 37. 
Because, initially, read heads 38 and 25 have no serial 
by bit information passing under them, the three line 
sorting switch operating as discussed in connection with 
FIG. 3A above, on receiving the serial by hit record 
which is read by read head 37 through input terminal A 
will determine that this record has precedence such that 
it appears at the high output terminal H and is written 
serial by bit back on the sorting track by write head 32 
behind read head 37 and erase head 35. The second rec 
ord written on the sortingr track will then pass under read 
head 37. Because read head 38, spaced at least two rec 
ord lengths from read head 37 on the sorting track and 
read head 25 spaced at one record length from read head 
38 along the sorting track have no serial by bit informa 
tion passing under them, the operation of the three line 
sorting switch as discussed in FIG. 3A above will cause the 
second serial by hit record which is read by read head 37 
to pass through input terminal A to be determined as hav— 
ing precedence such that it appears at the high output 
terminal H and is written serial by hit back on the sort 
ing track by write head 35. The third record written on 
the sorting track will then pass under read head 37, and 
the ?rst record which had been considered by the sorting 
switch previously will simultaneously be passing under 
read head 38 and read head 25 will still not have any 
serial by bit information passing under it. Considering 
the operation of the three line sorting switch the prece 
dence of the serial by bit ?rst and third records which are 
fed in through input terminals A and B is determined and 
the record with the highest precedence appears at output 
terminal H and is written back on the sorting track by 
write head 32 behind read head 37 and erase head 35. 
While the record with the lowest precedence is written 
on the track by write head 39 behind read head 38 and 
erase head 35 the fourth record of the file, having been 
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written on the sorting track, will then pass under read 
head 37, which two of the ?rst three records of the ?le (as 
determined by their relative precedence) will be passing 
serially by bit under read heads 38 and 25. The three 
line sorting switch operating in the manner described 
above in connection with FIG. 3A directs these three 
records simultaneously toward the output terminals High, 
Second High and Low, in accordance with their prece 
dence. The records directed through output terminals 
High and Second High are written back on the sorting 
track in a position such that they may be recirculated 
through the sorting switch during the record comparison, 
after next, and the next record comparison respectively. 
The record directed out the low input terminal is written 
back on the sorting track and then rotates with the sort 
ing track and drum. If the sorting track continues to have 
serial by bit records written on it and these records are 
read from and written back on the track by the three line 
sorting switch and the related read, erase and write heads 
the ?le of records will be rearranged in accordance with 
their precedence. The records which are successively 
written back onto the sorting track by the write head 41 
connected to the output terminal L of the three-line sort 
ing switch move with the rotating sorting track under 
read head 34 through switch means 8-1, which may be 
closed after the helical drum is completely ?lled with a 
?le of records, back to the ?rst storage track in order that 
the complete ?le be passed iteratively over the pseudo 
helical path through the sorting switch. The sorting cycle 
wherein the complete ?le of records passes through the 
three-line sorting switch may be called a pass. Repeated 
passes of the ?le of records will arrange the ?le of rec 
ords in a sequence according to relative precedence as de 
termined by the decision circuitry of the sorting switch. 

In order to more fully describe the operation of a three 
line sorting switch in re-arranging a ?le of records as they 
are iteratively passed through the switch, reference should 
be made to FIG. 6. Since it is usually desirable for read, 
erase, and write head combinations to be as close together 
as possible on the sorting track single arrows are used for 
the combinations in FIG. 6 in order that the analysis set 
forth below may appear in its simplest terms. Moreover 
for purposes of illustration it is assumed that the heads 
represented by these arrows and the three-line sorting 
switch not shown, are able to read a set of records, sort 
them, and write them back in the some record positions 
on the magnetic drum, instantaneously. This assumption 
is, of course, physically unrealistic, but is perfectly satis 
factory for describing the multiple or iterative pass logic 
of the scheme. Shown in FIG. 6 on the three lines of 
the sorting switch and a ?le of records initially in reverse 
order: 10, 9, 8, etc., the ?rst block I of data illustrates 
the rearrangement of the ?le of records during a ?rst pass 
of the ?le of records through the sorting switch. Each 
level is intended to show the rearrangement of the ?le 
during the passage of three or less records through the 
sorting switch. Likewise, the second block II of data 
illustrates the rearrangement of the ?le during some of the 
second pass of the ?le of records through the sorting 
switch. While the third block III of data illustrates the 
rearrangement of the ?le during some of the third pass. 
As already indicated above, the sorting track and with it 
the ?le of records continuously moves past the sorting 
switch inputs. Thus on level (a) of block I records 10 
and 8 are considered by the sorting switch. Record 10 
having precedence will instantly move under the arrow 
marked High and be moved to the left during the record 
time. Likewise, record 8 being second high in precedence 
will instantly move under the arrow marked second high. 
The movement of the sorting track past the sorting switch 
will moxe the rearranged ?le of records to a position shown 
at level (b). Under this condition, all three inputs of the 
sorting switch receive serial by bit records and a switching 
takes place in accordance with their precedence. The 
records then rearranged during the next record time as 
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shown at level (c). This rearrangement will be continued 
as the ?le of records passes through the sorting switch. 
FIGS. 3B, 3C, 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D and 4E illustrate sorting 

switches which will handle more than three records for 
comparison at a time. The analysis technique set forth 
above as to FIG. 6 in connection with the record rear 
rangement or record sorting of a three line (three record) 
sorting switch, is applicable to sorting switches with four, 
?ve, six . . . n lines as well. It should be apparent that 
the greater the number of lines or accesses of the sorting 
switch to the sorting storage means, the greater the num 
ber of records which are rearranged during one “pass" 
of the ?le of records. As already indicated, when plural 
(11) line or access sorting switches are utilized, the lines 
(read, erase, and write head combinations) are spaced 
on the storage medium according to an arithmetic progres 
sion with an initial spacing of one record length and a 
common di?’erence of one record length so that the line 
(heads) are spaced a distance of l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. rec 
ords apart. For example, in a four line sorting switch 
the lines may be approximately one, two and three record 
lengths apart with the storage medium with its ?le of 
records passing under the line (read, erase, and write 
heads) with the largest spacing ?rst. 
The number of records which may be sorted in one 

pass using a line (read, erase, write head) configuration 
of this invention is given by the formula 

q=n(n;1) + 1 
where 
n=the number of lines of the sorting switch, and 
q=the number of records sorted in one pass of the ?le 

of records through the sorting switch. 

The number of lines n for practical reasons which will 
be discussed below is usually restricted to a relatively 
small number. Therefore, the number of records desired 
to be sorted by the techniques of present invention usual 
ly exceeds by a rather large amount the number which 
may be sorted in one pass with an n-line sorting switch. 
For example, a four line sorting switch will sort seven 
records in one pass. However, a practical size ?le of 
records to be sorted will usually comprise at least 1,000 
or 2,000 records and probably many more. Consequent 
ly, it will take a large number of passes of the ?le of rec 
ords under the four lines in order to achieve a sort, the 
number of passes required to sort a ?le when the ?le 
of records is completely random with reference to the 
desired sequence may be desired from the following 
formula 

N equals the number of records in the ?le 
q equals the number of records which may be sorted in 

one pass by an n-line sorting switch, and 
P equals the number of passes required. 

Because of the large number of passes required to sort 
most ?les of records, it is an important part of the present 
invention that the storage medium utilized be adaptable 
to receive a large ?le of records to be sorted be suitable 
to provide multiple access to the storage means a multi 
ple input (n-line) sorting switch, and provide an endless 
moving storage path such that the ?le may be iteratively 
passed through the sorting switch the required number 
of times without encountering synchronization problems 
resulting from varying speeds in the ?ow of information 
and stretch of the storage medium. The endless pseudo 
helical drum already described in connection with FIG. 5 
provides just such a storage medium. Since all of the 
tracks are integrally mounted on the same drum, and the 
ampli?er and shaping circuits electrically positioned be 
tween each track are identical and have a minimum time 
constant, the rate of movement of the record information 
over this endless magnetic path is entirely dependent on 
the rate with which the tracks making up this path are 
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moved under the read, erase, write head combinations. 
Moreover, magnetic tracks mounted on the integral drum 
are not susceptible to stretch as are magnetic tapes used 
in the merging techniques of ‘the prior art. The timing 
ring on the clock section of the drum which is integral 
with the rotating storage and sorting section in combina 
tion with the conventional electronic counters provides 
mechanically synchronized ‘timing, reset and pass pulses 
which are required by the sorting system of the present 
invention. 
As indicated above, in connection with FIGURE 1, 

the N~line sorting switch receives timing pulses from a 
timing portion drum 30 via lead 43. The pulses from 
‘the lead 43 are also passed to the hit counter which 
furnishes a re-set pulse to the N-line sorting switch after 
a predetermined number of bits have been counted con 
stituting a complete record. Since synchronization of the 
circuits is of importance, it is desirable to provide a 
means for detecting improper operation of the counters 
and loss of synchronization. For this purpose an “and” 
gate 42. (FIGURE 5) receives inputs from the hit counter, 
the record counter and the revolution counter. If these 
three inputs are high (positive) simultaneously, the “and" 
gate 42 will pass a high (positive) output. An inverter 
45 receiving this input will pass a relatively low (nega 
tive) output. Another read head 40 may be placed on 
the timing ring of the clock section 36) of the drum such 
that a positive pulse (high) will be produced at times 
when the output from the inverter 45 is low. The out 
puts from both the read head 40 and the inverter 45 are 
passed to an “and” gate 43'. The two inputs to the 
"and" gate 43' are never high simultaneously, as long 
as the counters are in synchronism. However, if the 
counters fall out of synchronism for any reason, the 
inverter 45 will be high and the “and” gate output will 
be high as each positive pulse is received from the read 
head 44}. Any pulse operated indicator (shown in block 
form at 46) may be connected to the “and” gate 43 to 
detect and indicate lack of synchronism and consequent 
unreliability of the sorting operation. 

According to the present invention the pseudo-helical 
drum may be constructed with a capacity to handle a 
large ?le of records depending on the particular sorting 
problem. Since the passes required to complete a sort 
determines the total sorting time, it may be desirable to 
increase the number of accesses by the sorting switch 
(increase the number of lines of the sorting switch) 
such that a large number of records is sorted on each 
pass. If the number of lines of the n-line sorting switch 
of FIG. 3 were increased, additional read-erase, write 
head combinations would be disposed around the sorting 
track spaced according to the arithmetic progress of one 
record length in a manner suggested above. The limita 
tions as to the maximum number of inputs for which a 
sorting switch and system may be optimumly designed 
is based on several factors. The ?rst is the circuit com 
plexity resulting from concatenating necessary two-line 
sorting switches as already discussed above. Another im 
portant factor results from the fact that the decision and 
switching time of the n-line sorting switch increases with 
the number of concatenated two line sorting switches, 
whether of the serial by bit or character by character 
types. Since, as already indicated above, the sorting sys 
tern of the present invention is dependent on the as 
sumption that the decision and switching time of an 11 
line sorting switch must be relatively small in comparison 
with the width in time of the positive pulse representing 
the binary bit (1) and the relative negative pulse repre 
senting the binary bit (0). Otherwise the sorting switch 
would not be able to determine the precedence of two 
binary bits of the same signi?cance and switch their 
records at appropriate times required to keep the system 
in synchronism. 
The description of FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C above, indicates 

a method which may be used in concatenating two-line 
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sorting switches representing building blocks to construct 
a sorting switch which will receive and sort any number 
n inputs simultaneously. However, this method seldom 
provides a sorting switch which utilizes a minimum num~ 
ber of two line sorting switches. FIGS. 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D 
and 45 represent intuitively constructed sorting switches 
with four-eight lines or inputs and which use a lower 
number of two line sorting switches than would be utilized 
by applying the method described in FIGS. 3A, 3B and 
3C above. The operation of these switching systems 
FIG. 3 or FIG. 4 may be checked for any permutation 
or" the n inputs by applying Boolean Algebra to the lattice 
formed by the concatenated building blocks. For ex 
ample, reference should ‘be made to P16. 3A illustrating 
the three line sorting switch. The operation of FIG. 3A 
may be checked by expressing the highest of three inputs 
A, 13, C as max (A, B, C) or as (A-l-Bd-C) where 
“+” is the “lattice join.” While the lowest of the three 
inputs A, B, C is expressed as (A, B, C) or ABC where 
the juxtaposition of letters is the “lattice meet.” And the 
second highest of A, B, C may be expressed as 
max [min (A, B), min (A, C) min (B, C)] or as 
AB+AC+BC. FIG. 3A has the Boolean Algebra terms 
superimposed for purposes of illustration. Any of the 
other FIGS. 3B, 30, 4A, 4C, 4D and 4E may be ana 
lyzed in the same manner. 
The sorting of a ?le of records according to the 

present invention may be accomplished by either utilizing 
the switch circuitry of FIG. 1 when the information is 
handled serial by bit, or the switch circuitry of FIGS. 
6, 7, and 8, of copending application No. 641,502 referred 
to above to same inventors as the present application 
when the information is handled character by character. 
Under the conditions set forth therein the system of FIG. 
5 and the sorting switches of H65. 3 and 4 may utilize 
those switching circuits instead of the two-line sorting 
switch of H6. 1. Whichever of these techniques are 
adopted, each has the merit of the serial sort approach 
and a relative simplicity of circuitry over known parallel 
sorting systems. Moreover, this switch circuitry avoids 
the need for the complicated storage, comparison, and 
synchronizing means required by the merging technique 
of the prior art. According to the present invention the 
bits of the control ?elds of the records need not be 
stored until full control ?elds are available for com 
parison as to precedence, since the bits and characters 
are examined and switched as they enter the comparison 
means without any delay for ‘the precedence. This, of 
course, is based on the fact that the portions of the 
records which are identical and are simultaneously passed 
through to the pair of output terminals until the exam 
ination of a pair of bits or a pair of characters indicates 
a precedence. Switching circuits may change the mode 
of operation as to which record is passed out each of the 
pair of output terminals, in accordance to the determina 
tion of precedence. 

It is important to emphasize that the sorting technique 
of the present invention may utilize either magnetic tape 
or a magnetic drum. However, it should be noted that 
the pseudo-helical path provided by the magnetic drum 
of FIG. 5 provides several advantages over the mere 
substitution of a magnetic tape in its place. For exam 
ple, for a magnetic tape to provide an endless magnetic 
path of considerable length, several magnetic tapes would 
be required making the problems of synchronization of 
the drive means very critical. Further, the possibility 
of a considerable amount of stretch in the tape would 
cause further probelms of synchronization and read and 
write head location. The pseudo-helical magnetic path 
as provided in the drum herein being mechanically in 
tegral with the clocking section provides a minimum of 
synchronization problems which may be solved by the 
application of well known and conventional techniques 
and components. 

While the merging technique of the prior art is not 
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applicable to real time sorting as de?ned above, the sort 
ing technique of the present invention may be used to 
enter new records in their proper sequence in the ?le 
of records merely by feeding the new records in the in 
put terminal shown in FIG. 5 when the feedback con 
nection from the sorting track to the ?rst storage track is 
open, followed by recirculation through the sorting switch 
in the normal manner. The limitation of this is that only 
a maximum number of records may be recirculated 
through the sorting switch at once. This number is, of 
course, dependent on the design of the magnetic drum 
providing the endless psuedo-helical magnetic path. 
The sorting technique as exempli?ed by the sorting 

system shown in FIG. 5 may be designed to operate en 
tirely independently but in cooperation with many known 
data computation systems without monopolizing valuable 
computer time thereby tending to raise overall data sys 
tem expenses. Moreover, an independent data sorting 
system using the sorting technique of the present inven 
tion may be constructed relatively inexpensively com 
pared to one using the merging technique of the prior 
art. 
The N-line sorting switch or reptitive switching net 

work is shown as operating on the ?le of records as they 
pass under the appropriate read heads on the track farth 
est to the right. However, it should be noted that the 
read and write heads of the sorting switch may operate 
on any one of the adjacent storage tracks. Also, it 
should be noted that the recirculation of the bits in the 
sorting switch may be done in cooperation with a sep 
arate storage means or track so long as the proper syn 
chronization exists. As already suggested the control 
?eld or a binary coded record may vary from one bit to 
the whole record depending on the practical application 
of the sorting system of the present invention. 
The term precedence heretofore used herein as indicat 

ing a larger magnitude of the control ?eld of one record 
over that of another could well be used to indicate the 
lesser magnitude of the control ?eld of one record over 
that of another. The term precedence with regard to 
present invention may be de?ned according to any dis 
tinguishing feature of one record over another. The ?le 
of records was sorted as shown herein according to the 
ascending sequence of their control ?elds. However, this 
?le could well have been sorted according to a descend 
ing sequence by reversing the positions of the two write 
heads of the two line sorting switch. The terms positive 
and relatively negative pulses have been used to represent 
binary bits “1" and “0” respectively herein. It is em 
phasized that the present invention may be practiced by 
reversing this representation or by any of the other 
known means of representing binary bits. 

It will thus be seen that the objects set forth above, 
among those made apparent from the preceding descrip 
tion, are e?‘iciently attained, and since certain changes 
may be made in the above constructions Without depart~ 
ing from the scope of the invention, it is intended that 
all matter contained in the above description or shown 
in the accompanying drawing shall be interpreted as illus 
trative and not in a limiting sense. 

It is also to be understood that the following claims are 
intended to cover all of the generic and speci?c features 
of the invention herein described, and all statements of 
the scope of the invention which, as a matter of language, 
might be said to fall therebetween. 
Having described our invention, what we claim as new 

and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. An N-line sorting switch for sorting randomly ar 

ranged binary coded records wherein a certain portion 
of each record may be charcterized as a control ?eld com 
prising repetitive switching network means with plural 
input terminals and a like number of output terminals for 
simultaneously considering the relative precedence of a 
like number of records, said repetitive switching network 
comprising plural concatenated two-line sorting switch 
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means each with ?rst and second input terminals and ?rst 
and second output terminals for simultaneously receiving 
two records, each two-line sorting switch comprising 
decision making means for determining which of the 
records appearing at said ?rst and second input termi 
nals has precedence over the other, gating means re 
sponsive to said decision making means for directing the 
record which has precedence to said ?rst output terminal 
and the other record to said second output terminal, said 
repetitive switching network comprising plural concate 
nated two-line sorting switches operating in a manner 
that the plural records which are simultaneously fed to 
said plural input terminals are substantially simultane 
ously switched and directed to said output terminals in 
accordance with their relative precedence. 

2. An N-line sorting switch for sorting randomly ar 
ranged serially by bit binary coded records wherein a 
certain portion of each record may be characterized as a 
control ?eld comprising repetitive switching network 
means with plural input terminals and a like number of 
output terminals for simultaneously considering the rela 
tive precedence of a like number of serially by bit binary 
coded records, said repetitive switching network means 
comprising plural concatenated two-line sorting switch 
means each with ?rst and second input terminals and ?rst 
and second output terminals for simultaneously receiving 
two serially by bit binary coded records, each two-line 
sorting switch comprising decision making means for de 
termining which of the binary coded records appearing 
serially by bit at said ?rst and second input terminals 
has precedence over the other, gating means responsive to 
said decision making means for directing the record 
which has precedence to said ?rst output terminal and 
the other record to said second output terminal, said 
repetitive switching network means comprising plural con 
catenated two-line sorting switches operating in a manner 
that the plural serially by bit binary coded records are 
simultaneously fed to said plural input terminals are 
substantially simultaneously switched and directed to said 
output terminals in accordance with their relative prece 
dence. 

3. A sorting switch for sorting randomly arranged 
binary coded records wherein a certain portion of each 
record may be characterized as a control ?eld compris 
ing repetitive switching network means with ?rst, second 
and third input terminals and ?rst, second and third out 
put terminals for simultaneously considering the relative 
precedence of three binary coded records, said repetitive 
switching network comprising a ?rst two-line sorting 
switch connected to simultaneously determine the prece 
dence of the record appearing at said ?rst and second 
input terminals, a second two-line sorting switch con 
nected to simultaneously determine the precedence of the 
record appearing at said third input terminal with the 
record having the lowest precedence as determined by 
said ?rst two-line switching network, a third two-line 
repetitive switching network connected to simultaneously 
determine the precedence of the record having greatest 
precedence as determined by said ?rst two-line sorting 
switch and the record having greatest precedence as de 
termined by said second two-line sorting switch, said ?rst 
output terminal being connected to receive the record 
with the highest precedence as determined by said third 
two-line sorting switch, said second output terminal con 
nected to receive the record with the least precedence as 
determined by said third two-line sorting switch, said 
third output terminal connected to receive the record 
with the least precedence as determined by said second 
two-line sorting switch. 

4. A sorting system for sorting randomly arranged 
binary coded records wherein a certain portion of each 
record may be characterized as a control ?eld comprising 
repetitive switching network means with plural input ter 
minals and a like number of output terminals for simul 
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taneously considering the relative precedence of a like 
number of records and directing them to said output ter 
minals in accordance with their precedence, said repetitive 
switching network comprising plural two-line sorting 
switches concatenated in a manner such that the binary 
coded records appearing at each pair of the plural input 
terminals are compared and switched two at a time, stor 
age means for storing and iteratively passing a large 
?le of records through said repetitive switching network 
means in order that the ?le be arranged in a desired se 
quence comprising a rotating drum on which plural ad 
jacent magnetic tracks are placed including a ?rst and a 
?nal track, plural read, erase, write, magnetic head com 
binations located such that a combination cooperates with 
each track, plural electrical means connecting a read head 
of each track to the write head on the adjacent track, and 
the read head of the ?nal track to the write head of the 
?rst track, said ?le of records being stored on these ad 
jacent tracks in a manner that a particular record may 
move from track to track as said drum rotates under the 
read, write, erase head combinations describing an end 
less pseudohelical magnetic path, said repetitive switching 
network means being disposed in said endless pseudo 
helical magnetic path. 

5. A sorting means for sorting randomly arranged 
binary coded records wherein a certain portion of each 
record may be characterized as a control ?eld comprising 
repetitive switching network means with a reset input 
terminal, a timing pulse input terminal plural input 
terminals and a like number of output terminals for 
simultaneously considering the relative precedence of a 
like number of records, and directing them to said output 
terminals in accordance with their precedence, plural 
read heads each connected to one of said plural input 
terminals, plural write heads each connected to one of 
said output terminals, storage means for a ?le of records 
comprising a rotating drum having a ?rst and second sec 
tion, said ?rst section comprising a rotating drum, a plu 
rality of adjacent magnetic tracks including a ?rst and 
?nal track, a read, erase, write magnetic head combina 
tion cooperating with each track, plural electrical means 
connecting the read head of each track to the write head 
on the adjacent track and the read head of the ?nal track 
to the write head of the ?rst track, said ?le of records 
being stored on these adjacent tracks in a manner that a 
particular record may move from track to track as said 
drum rotates under the read, erase, write head combina 
tions describing an endless pseudo-helical magnetic path, 
said second section comprising a timing ring and a tim 
ing read head cooperating with said timing ring in a 
manner that a pulse is produced each time a binary bit 
passes under the read heads of the adjacent tracks of said 
first section, a pulse counter constructed to give an out 
put pulse after the number of input pulses is equal to 
the number of binary bits de?ning a record, said timing 
read head being connected to both said timing pulse 
input terminal of said repetitive switching network and 
said pulse counter, said output of said pulse counter 
being connected to said reset pulse input terminal of 
said repetitive switching network, said plural sorting 
read heads and said sorting write heads cooperating with 
one of said adjacent tracks of said ?rst section of said 
sorting means in a manner such that the ?le of records 
may be iteratively passed through said repetitive switch 
ing network and the ?le arranged in a desired sequence. 

6. A sorting system for sorting randomly arranged 
binary coded records wherein a certain portion of each 
record may be characterized as a control ?eld, comprising 
repetitive switching network means, repetitive switching 
network means with plural input terminals and a like 
number of output terminals for simultaneously consider 
ing the relative precedence of a like number of records 
and directing them to said output terminals in accord 
ance with their precedence, said repetitive switching net 
work comprising plural two-line sorting switches con 
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catenuated in a manner such that the binary coded rec~ 
ords appearing at each pair of the plural input terminals 
are compared and switched two at a time, a sorting read 
head connected to each input terminal, a sorting write 
head connected to each output terminal, storage means 
for storing a large ?le of records comprising a rotating 
drum on which plural adjacent magnetic tracks are 
placed including a ?rst and ?nal track, plural erase, 
write magnetic head combinations located such that a 
combination cooperates with each track, plural electrical 
means connecting the read head of each track to the 
write head on the adjacent track, and the read head of 
the ?nal track to the write head of the ?rst track, said 
?le of records being stored on these tracks in a manner 
that a particular record may move from track to 
track as said drum rotates under the read, erase, write 
head combination thereby describing an endless pseudo 
helical magnetic path, said plural sorting read heads and 
said plural sorting write heads being disposed on one set 
of said adjacent tracks such that said ?le of records is 
iteratively passed through said repetitive switching net 
work means and arranged in a desired sequence. 

7. A sorting system for sorting randomly arranged 
binary coded records wherein a certain portion of each 
record may be characterized as a control ?eld, comprising 
repetitively switching network means with plural input 
terminals and a like number of output terminals for 
simultaneously considering the relative precedence of 
a like number of records and directing them to said 
output terminals in accordance with their precedence, 
said repetitive switching network comprising plural two 
line sorting switches concatenated in a manner such that 
that the binary coded records appearing at each pair of 
the plural input terminals are compared and switched 
two at a time, a sorting read head connected to each in 
put terminal, a sorting write head connected to each out 
put terminal, storage means for storing a large ?le of 
records comprising a rotating drum on which plural 
adjacent magnetic tracks are placed including a ?rst 
and ?nal track, plural read, erase, write magnetic head 
combinations located such that a combination cooperates 
with each track, plural electrical means connecting the 
read head of each track to the write head on the adjacent 
track, and the read head of the ?nal track to the write 
head of the ?rst track, said ?le of records being stored 
on these tracks in that a particular record may move 
from track to track as said drum rotates under the 
read, erase, write head combinations thereby describing 
an endless pseudo-helical magnetic path, a sorting read 
head connected to each input terminal of said repetitive 
switching network, a sorting write head connected to each 
output terminal of said repetitive switching network, each 
sorting read head being paired with a particular sorting 
write head as determined by desired relative precedence, 
said pairs of sorting read heads and sorting write heads 
being spaced according to an arithmetic progression with 
an initial spacing of one record length on said endless 
pseudo-helical magnetic path. 

8. An N-line sorting system for sorting a ?le of 
randomly arranged binary coded records wherein a cer 
tain portion of each record may be characterized as a 
control ?eld, comprising repetitive switching network 
means with plurality input terminals and a like number 
of output terminals for substantially simultaneously de 
termining the precedence of a like number of records 
‘appearing simultaneously at said plural input terminals 
and directing them to said output terminals ordered ac 
cording to a desired relative precedence, means for serial 
ly applying said binary records to said input terminals in 
decreasing order of binary signi?cance, a sorting read 
head connected to each input terminal, a sorting write 
head connected to each output terminal, each sorting 
read head being paired with a particular sorting write 
head as determined by a desired relative precedence, a 
moving storage medium for storing and passing said ?le 
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of records through said repetitive switching network, said 
pairs of sorting read heads and sorting write heads being 
spaced according to an arithmetic progression with an 
initial spacing or" one record length. 

9. The N-line sorting system of claim 8 wherein the 
repetitive switching network means with plural input 
terminals and a like number of plural output terminals 
for substantially simultaneously determining the pre 
cedence of a like number of records comprises plural 
concatenated two-line sorting switch means each with 
?rst and second input terminals and ?rst and second out 
put terminals for simultaneously receiving two records, 
each two-line sorting switch comprising decision making 
means for determining which of the records appearing at 
said ?rst and second input terminals has precedence over 
the other, gating means responsive to said decision mak< 
ing means for directing the record which has precedence 
to said ?rst output terminal and the other record to said 
second output terminal. 

10. An N-line sorting system as set forth in claim 8 
wherein the repetitive switching network means with 
plural input terminals and a like number of output termi 
nals for substantially simultaneously determining the 
precedence of a like number of records appearing simul 
taneously at said plural input terminals and directing 
them to said output terminals ordered according to a de 
sired relative precedence comprises plural two line sort 
ing switches concatenated in a manner such that the 
binary coded records appearing at each pair of the plural 
input terminals are compared and switched two at a 
time. 

11. An N-line sorting switch for sorting randomly ar 
ranged binary coded records wherein a certain portion of 
each record may be characterized as a control ?eld com 
prising repetitive switching network means with plural 
input terminals and a like number of output terminals for 
simultaneously considering the relative precedence of a 
like number of records, said repetitive switching network 
comprising plural concatenated two-line sorting switch 
means each with ?rst and second input terminals and ?rst 
and second output terminals for simultaneously receiving 
two records, each two-line sorting switch comprising de 
cision making means for determining which of the rec 
ords appearing at said ?rst and second input terminals 
has precedence over the other, means for applying said 
two records to said ?rst and second input terminals serial 
ly in decreasing order of binary signi?cance, and means 
responsive to said decision making means for directing 
said records to said output terminals in accordance with 
their order of precedence. 

12. In an N-line sorting system for parallel sorting of 
a plurality of randomly arranged binary coded records, 
means comprising a plurality of input terminals and an 
equal plurality of output terminals, means connecting a 
pair of said input terminals to a ?rst two-line sorting 
switch for determining the order of precedence between 
two of said records, means for serially applying said 
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binary records to said ?rst two-line sorting switch in de 
creasing order of binary signi?cance, said ?rst two-line 
sorting switch including a ?rst output terminal for trans 
mission of the binary record of greater precedence and 
a second output terminal for transmission of the binary 
record of lesser precedence, means connecting a third in 
put record and the record of lesser precedence to a sec 
ond two-line sorting switch for determination of their 
respective order of precedence, means connecting each 
succeeding input in like manner to a two-line sorting 
switch for determination of relative precedence with the 
lesser output of another two-line sorting switch, and two 
line sorting switch means connected for comparison of 
each pair of records from different two-line sorting 
switches to determine the order of precedence among all 
the input record and to feed them as outputs in their 
order of precedence to the respective output terminals. 

13. A data sorting system for binary coded pulse trains 
comprising an electrical network having N input means 
and N output means; means for simultaneously applying 
a binary coded pulse train to each of said input means 
with each of said pulse trains being serially applied in 
descending order of binary signi?cance; said network 
comprising at least three two-line sorting switches, each 
of said two-line sorting switches having two input means 
and two output means with one of said output means al 
ways transmitting the pulse train of greater precedence; 
a ?rst two of the N input means constituting the input 
means of a ?rst of the two-line switches and a third of 
the N input means constituting an input means of a sec 
ond of the two-line switches, the ?rst one of said two 
line switches having one of its output means constitute an 
input means of the second two-line switch and the other 
of its output means constitute an input means of the 
third two-line switch; and the second two~line switch 
having its greater precedence output means constitute the 
input means of the third two-line switch and its lower 
precedence output means coupled to one of said N output 
means of said network. other than the greatest precedence 
output means thereof. 

14. A data sorting system as recited in claim 13 where 
in each of N-2 of said N output means corresponds ex 
clusively to one output means of a two-line switch and 
each of N-2 two-line switches has exclusively one of its 
output means correspond to an output means of said net 
work, and the remaining two of said N output means cor_ 
respond to the higher and lower precedence output means 
of a single two-line switch. 
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